
Science 9 - Unit A Recap

1. Match the following parts of a flower on the left with the appropriate
descriptions on the right. There is one extra description.
a. embryo A. contains egg
b. fruit B. develops from wall of ovary
c. ovary C. female reproductive organ of flower
d. ovule D. first cell of growing plant
e. pistil E. male reproductive organ of flower
f. stamen F. multicellular organism during early development
g. stigma G. part of pistil that receives pollen grains
h. zygote H. structure of flowers in which ovule is produced

2. The a in the word asexual means not. List and briefly describe four ways in which
an individual organism can produce young by itself, or “not sexually.”

3. How do offspring produced asexually compare with their parents?

4. List one advantage and one disadvantage of asexual reproduction.

5. Give two reasons why biodiversity should be preserved.

6. Red squirrels captured in a proposed study area were different in size and mass. Which term
best describes this range?

A. heritable characteristic
B. discrete variation
C. non-heritable characteristic
D. continuous variation

7. It is observed that many of the poplar trees in the area appear to be developing from shoots or suckers. What form 
of reproduction does this represent?

A. spore
B. budding
C. vegetative
D. binary fission

8. During sexual reproduction, the sperm unites with the egg in the process of fertilization. What is created by the 
joining of these two cells?

A. a gamete
B. a zygote
C. an embryo



D. a bud

9. Give an example for each :

a) commensalism
b) mutualism
c) parasitism
d) niche

10. What is a species?

A. a group of organisms that are related to one another
B. a group of organisms that have the same structure and can reproduce with one another
C. a group of organisms that have the same size and shape
D. a group of organisms that are able to reproduce with one another successfully

11. Order the following taxonomic levels:

1 Kingdom 2 Family  3 Order 4 Phylum

The numbers that correspond to the taxonomic levels given above, listed from least specific to most specific are…

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

least specific     most specific

12. What are the five main kingdoms?

13. What is the taxonomic name of a grey wolf?

14. Biological diversity is an ecological concept

 A.  describing the number of living things on Earth 
 B.  describing the variety of living things on Earth 
 C.  that refers to certain species and ecosystems 
 D.  that refers to the differences within species 

15. The process of natural selection is most closely connected to which component of biological 
     diversity?   

 A.  ecosystem diversity    
 B.  resource diversity 

C.  community diversity    
D.  genetic diversity 


